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studio desk

HALO Is for productive, 
creative people who
have always wanted an
ARGOSY, but due to space
or other limitations previously
had to settle for some
"less than impressive"
solution...

LIGHTER.  FASTER.  BETTER.

NEW!
Sit-Stand 
model    



STANDARD FEATURES & OPTIONS

A C C E S S O R I E S

HALO base unit  *$1,499.99

*FREE SHIPPING within the Continental USA

   

Personalize your 
HALO with optional
accessories.

Go online to see
popular option 
packages.

STANDARD FEATURES

Rail mount monitor arm   $419.99   

Rail mount speaker platforms (pair)   
model 160: $399.99  2nd pair $199.99  

Pull-out keyboard tray  $99.99

Accessory shelves  $49.99 each 

CPU support bracket  $119.99

Accessory drawer  $49.99



With The Sit-Stand feature of HALO.E you can
elevate your work to a whole new level.

Smooth, quiet, motorized actuators raise and
lower HALO.E in macro or micro adjustments
allowing you to choose the most comfortable
operating position, seated or standing.

Built-in 3 position memory allows you to 
store and recall HALO.E to precise heights
with the touch of a button.

NOW AVAILABLE WITH
SIT-STAND FEATURE

The research is overwhelming - 
Having the option to sit or stand
promotes wellness and physical 
fitness.

For over 20 years, Argosy has
helped clients create their "Dream
Studio" by making technical furniture
that makes creative environments function
better and look good.  Now, we've gone a step
further by creating products that can also
help you feel good too. 
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HALO.K transforms your keyboard
set-up into a clean, streamlined,
high powered creative suite.

The .K provides solid support and
ergonomics for your keys and 
ancillary gear like nothing else
you've ever experienced. 

Optional HALO.K accessories
allow you to personalize your rig
for efficiency and organization.

keyboard desk

HALO.K is designed for keyboards up to 43"
wide, 15" deep and integrates with standard 
rack-mount gear and non-standard components
using the optional accessory shelves.

HALO.K's angled rack bays make control 
panels easily visible and puts them right
at your fingertips.

Open rack architecture provides easy access
to connections and cabling.  Built-in cable
management features keep you system
organized and secure.

NEW!
sit-stand 

Let's build your 'dream studio'  today! 
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